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Life Askew: Linocuts of the Grosvenor School
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We thought that lines were straight and Euclid true;
God said: Let Einstein be! and all’s askew.1
In the 1920s and 1930s, a group of artists centered on the Grosvenor School of Modern Art in
London embraced a new art form of making prints from linoleum blocks to depict what they
saw in their everyday lives. Their key task was to wrest “an unusual experience from a commonplace subject,” as the pioneer of the modernist linocut, Claude Flight, explained in one
of the three practical manuals on the subject he published.2 Meant to be cheap, colorful, and
sized for the walls of modest modern homes, these linocuts extended into the twentieth
century William Morris’s Arts and Crafts reformist ideals of beautifying domestic spaces.3
Flight, who taught at the Grosvenor School from 1926 to 1930, saw linoleum, an invention of the industrial age, as ideally suited to capturing modern themes.4 It was a medium without a past.5 Flight touted linocuts as easy to cut and print—supposedly, he once instructed an
artist by telephone6—and it was, after all, an art practiced by children, as its detractors noted.
Austrian artist Franz Cižek, who had been using linocuts to teach children since the early
1900s, directly influenced Flight’s teaching.7 Untutored, instinctual forms of expression, which
were valued as markers of authenticity and immediacy, appealed to Flight and his students, foremost among them Cyril E. Power, a fellow lecturer at the Grosvenor School; Sybil Andrews,
an artist and the school’s secretary; and the precociously talented Swiss artist Lill Tschudi.
Behind the deceptively simple aesthetic was a new approach to color relief printing that
involved building up the composition by overlaying colored blocks. Flight jettisoned the use of
the key block, which was fundamental to the Japanese method of color block printing, arguing
that this traditional, foreign technique was inappropriate for creating a modern English art.8
Andrews later explained, “There was no accepted way of treating the block, so we were all
experimenting.We didn’t know what effects would be achieved until we had actually printed
them.”9 Hand-printing even the relatively small editions of fifty or sixty impressions was time
consuming,10 and Power’s younger son Kit recalled, “It would take a good day’s work to get
eight copies.”11 They carefully plotted color and design in watercolor and gouache studies,
tested them through numerous working proofs, and experimented with the effects of different
papers. Sometimes they used colored backings or printed on the verso to let a muted color
bleed through; Flight also advocated printing on fabric, to decorate all surfaces of the home.12

Power, in particular, expanded the limited possibilities of printing with just three or four
blocks by varying the pressure to create different effects of light and color, such as in the softly
modulated blues in the spiraling The Tube Staircase (fig. 9) and in the central concentration of
oranges and deep inky blues that fade at the edges in The Merry-Go-Round (fig. 12). Power and
Andrews, who shared a studio in the 1930s, would print together. They sometimes even printed
each other’s works, as Andrews did with this experimental proof of The Merry-Go-Round.
Both kept careful notes on the exact printing process of each print,13 although the vagaries of
hand-printing meant editions were rarely uniform. Each of their prints made in celebration of
the industrial efficiency of the machine age bore the marks of their handmade nature.14
Flight recognized that mass production was the motor of business, and essential to making goods affordable to a broad population. But he did not resolve the conundrum of making
meticulously crafted linocuts accessible to working-class buyers while still adequately compensating their makers. He imagined selling linocuts for the price of a beer or movie ticket,
or even having libraries that would lend framed prints. At exhibitions in the 1920s and 1930s,
prints by the Grosvenor School artists sold for two to three pounds, beyond the budget of the
working class, who in any case were not persuaded to give up ephemeral pleasures of a night
out for abstract images that tested the limits of what many were prepared to deem art.15
This speeding up of life in general…is one of the interesting and psychologically important features
of to-day…Traffic problems, transport problems; everybody is on the rush either for work or pleasure
…The Painter cannot but be influenced by the restlessness of his surroundings.16 – Claude Flight
The Underground was “one of the most modern things…in England,” according to a contemporary writer,17 and public transportation, whether above or below ground, was a central
theme for the Grosvenor School linocutters. Flight, Power, and Andrews usually immersed the
viewer directly into the city. By contrast,Tschudi presented the London street as a flowing
stream of ceaseless movement in her post-World War II print London Buses (fig. 19), offering a
bird’s eye view, far removed from the bustle on the ground below. Her distanced point of view
is one of a visitor. She was lured to London from her native Switzerland after seeing advertisements for Flight’s linocut classes in The Studio,18 and after he left the Grosvenor School, she
only periodically visited the city.While in London in 1935 for the Sixth Exhibition of British
Lino-Cuts,Tschudi experienced the pageantry of George V’s Silver Jubilee, shown in her
Street Decoration (fig. 18).19 (She waited two years to make the print.) Nor does she wade
among the sea of commuters in Underground (fig. 17). The brilliant, contrasting primary colors
emphasize the disorientation of being in a fast-paced transit station where important signs
and markers can be easily overlooked in a blur of advertisements.

The advertisements and graphic design of the tube stations and trains played a key role
in transforming taste in the 1920s and 1930s. One observer called the Underground “the most
productive and progressive academy of art” in England.20 Flight, Power, and Andrews all
designed posters for the various transport systems in London, often focusing on the types of
sporting events and leisure activities that were the subjects of their other prints. In The Giant
Racer (fig. 11) Power captured the glee of thrill-seekers about to plunge down the hill of a
roller coaster, but he also used the same swooping forms in Whence and Whither? (fig. 13) to
show the mundane slog of passengers cascading into the Underground, heading toward the
drudgery of their commute and their office jobs. Power annotated a preparatory sketch with
the inscription “The Robottomless Pit, Homo Mechaniens,”21 melding a fashionable new
word—“robot”—to the new man.22
Power, especially, used the station architecture itself to explore various aspects of modern life. Before coming to the Grosvenor School, where he lectured on architectural ornamentation, he published a book on medieval English building. His architectural background is
clearly revealed in his focus on the spiraling staircase at the Russell Square Station (fig. 9).
The gentle harmonies of light and color and the organic design unfold not unlike a Japanese
fan.23 It is a peaceful image devoid of the mad rush of commuters seen in other prints on the
subject. The Tube Station (fig. 14) shows a platform empty but for one shadowy figure, separated from the mass of featureless commuters inside the car.
The increased speed of the metropolis was not without physical danger. Filippo
Marinetti famously dated the birth of Futurism to a car crash after he swerved into a ditch to
avoid some bicyclists.24 Paris Omnibus (fig. 1) is Flight at his most Futurist in both style and
subject. Neither the striding man in blue nor the hunched woman ambling behind him pay
any heed to the motorbus hurtling their way. At the dead center of the composition is a
stylized swirl—like a steering wheel, which Marinetti compared to “a guillotine knife”—
whose concentrated energy evokes the destructive force of the machine. The shape also
closely resembles the tire-sized logos on the front of Mercedes and Scemia buses that plowed
the streets of Paris in the early 1920s (the rear of the buses had staircases, from which
passengers alighted).25
The venue for achieving real speed was not on congested city streets, but on the racetrack. The motorbike racers in Andrews’s Speedway are more machine than man (fig 8).26
The anonymity of the figures adds to the ambiguity of the image: does it show three riders,
vying for the lead, or are we watching a slow-motion movie, with three frames of the same
racer bearing down on us? By contrast, she shows a kaleidoscope of color in the jockeys and
horses in Racing (fig. 7), along with the hunt scene In Full Cry (fig. 6), transforming traditional
sports into rhythmic, modernist patterns of color and energy.

Flight argued for an art of universals, in which irrelevant details were purged to allow
for a more universal communication of human experience.27 In Concert Hall (fig. 3), Andrews
stripped away the past and with it the identifying interior of Queen’s Hall, a popular London
landmark, simplifying the building into an iconic, anonymous example of machine age
design.28 Only the barest hint of a helmeted driver is visible in Power’s Speed Trial (fig. 15),
although, unlike the other Grosvenor School prints of racers, Speed Trial commemorates the
specific achievements of British racer Malcolm Campbell’s breaking of the world land-speed
record in 1931 at Daytona Beach with his car Bluebird.29 Like a force of nature, the streamlined car flies over the wavy surface (Campbell later broke a number of water-speed records
as well in powerboats named Bluebird K3 and K4). His use of just three blocks of blues and
green further enhances the watery appearance of the terrain. Power also depicted the car
Bluebird with softer, undulating lines than the hard, polished lines of the actual machine.
These transformations of the car and landscape yield an image of harmony between technological progress and nature.
Human, rather than motorized, force propels the rowers in The Eight (fig. 10), but the
eight identically dressed and coiffed figures all move as one. Here, in the tight organization of
the print, Power crafted an image of what Thomas Rassieur has called “organic unity,” as in the
leaves of a plant.30 The black cuts of the oars through the beige lines of the water’s resistance
simultaneously create decorative patterning and reveal the effort of the sportsmen.
Man and nature all swirl together in Andrews’s prints The Gale and Windmill (fig. 5).
The human body bends to the power of wind, which Andrews has harnessed into abstract,
geometric forms (fig. 4), more violent echoes of the visualized sound waves in Flight’s Street
Singers (fig. 2), which united the embracing couple into interlocking shapes and planes that
brought them into concert with the futuristic city around them.
These prints display the artists’ quest to harmonize art and contemporary life. In 1928,
The Studio, that indispensible chronicler of mainstream art and design, noted that the ideas of
Filippo Marinetti and the Futurists were, finally, displacing Morris and medievalism.31 But the
Grosvenor School printmakers married these two seemingly opposing strains. Slowly printed
in limited editions by hand, their method of production looked back to the halcyon days of
preindustrial craft traditions as celebrated by Morris, but their depictions of everyday life—
in all its thrills and boredoms—looked resolutely forward and embraced the speed and novelty
of the machine age.
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